Hartmann's Mountain Zebra - Equus zebra hartmannae

Family
EQUIDAE

NEMBA Status
Endangered

CITES Listing
Appendix II

Geographic location / distribution
SW Angola, Namibia, South Africa (Northern Cape)

Physical characteristics
Head-body length: 210 - 260 cm (average: 220 cm)
Tail length: 40 - 55 cm
Shoulder height: 150 cm
Average Weight: max 340 kg
NOTE: Equus zebra hartmannae tends to have narrower, more closely spaced stripes and is bigger than Equus zebra zebra

Traded parts, derivatives and products
Live animal, Meat, Skin (Hides)
NOTE: Trophy shipments may include dry, stiff, salt-encrusted hides or processed hides packaged so the full complement of diagnostic features is not available for inspection. However, the face or the rump may generally be inspected for features that will distinguish the three zebra species.

Threats
Human-induced habitat loss;

Other related species
Equus zebra zebra - Cape Mountain Zebra
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Key to adult specimens based on rump and body patterning

1. Dorsal stripe flanked by white, and concentric dark crop stripes encircle the rump around root of tail. Stipes thin at lower body. Belly white, lower legs striped to hooves. *E. grevyi*  
2. Not as above. Dorsal stripes flanked by perpendicular bars arranged in a "gridiron" pattern on rump.  
   Hairs on dorsal stripe from crop to withers grow in a forward direction. An extra fold of skin ("dewlap") on throat. Belly white and lower legs striped to hooves. *E. zebra*  
   2'. Broad crop stripes flow from dorsal stripe and back of legs to root, maintaining parallel pattern from mid-body to rear. Hairs on dorsal stripe grow normally. No dewlap. Belly maybe striped (most commonly) or unstriped (white). If white, lower legs will also be white. Some subspecies have faint dark stripes ("shadow stripes") between the crop stripes. *E. burchelli*
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